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Abstract 
I n  thi report we hall introduce q- erie  and we hall di cu some of their appl i­
cation to the integer parti tion , the urns of quare , and the binomial coefficient . We 
wi l l  pre ent the ba ic theory of q- eries including the mo t famou theorem and rules 
governing the e object uch a the q-binomial theorem and the Jacobi's triple identity. 
We hall pre ent the q-binomial coefficients which roughly speaking connect the binomial 
coefficient to q- elie , we wi l l  give the mo t important re u lts on q-binomial coefficients, 
and we shall provide ome of our new re ult on the divi ibi l i ty of binomial coefficients. 
Moreover, we hall give orne wel l-known appl ications of q-series to ums of two squares 
and to integer parti tion uch as Ramanujan's modulo 5 congruence. 
Keywords: q- ene , q-binomial coeffic ients, binomial coefficients, integer part i t ions, 
urn of quares, q-analogue . 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The tudy of q- erie ha a long hi tory which date back into the famou mathematicians 
Euler and Gall s from the 1 8th century. The fir t re ult  of Euler indicating hi intere t in 
q- erie i referred to a Euler's pentagonal theorem and it tates that 
00 n(311 I) 00 . L ( -lrq-r- = (q;q) oo := IT (l-qJ) · n= 00 j=l 
Euler wa al 0 fir t to notice the connection between q- erie and the function p(n) of 
integer partition a he proved that 
00 1 00 1 L p( n) q'l = . = IT . . n=O (q,q) oo j=l ( 1 -ql )  
A to Gau 'S, among his re 'ults in thi direction we find 
which al 0 ha an interpretation in terms of integer partitions. Famous mathematicians 
from the 19th and 20th centuries who u ed q-series i n  their research i nc lude Jacobi ,  Rie-
mann, Rogers, J ackson, and Rarnanujan. M any of the work on q-se11e which has been 
provided by the mathematicians in the past was for the purpo e of application to other 
branche of mathematics such a e l liptic functions, differential equations, and combina-
toric  . The real study of q-series and hypergeometric series for their own a i ndependent 
re earch topics started in the 20th century with very important contributions of A key and 
Andrews along with their students and collaborators. Currently, q-serie and hypergeo-
metric series form a very active research area which attracts many mathematicians and 
researchers around the world. They have applications in many branches of mathematics 
and physics. In this report we hal l i ntroduce q-series and we shall discus orne of their 
application to the integer partition, the urn of square, and the binomial coefficient. 
In chapter 1 ,  we will pre eot the ba ic  theory of q- erie including the mo t famous the­
orem and ru le governing the e object such a the q-binornial theorem and the Jacobi '  
triple identity. To prepare the ground for the following chapters, we hall also briefly 
di cu integer partition , the divi or function , and the sums of squares. In chapter 2 
we hall pre ent the q-binomial coefficient which roughly speaking connect the binomial 
coertlcient to q- erie, we will give the mo t important re ults on q-binomial coefficients, 
and we hall provide ome of our new re ult on the divisibility of binomial coefficients. 
Finally in chapter 3, we hall give orne well-known appl ications of q-serie to urn of 
two quare and to integer partitions such a Ramanujan's modulo 5 congruence. 
3 
Chapter 2: Q-Series, their properties, and some related arithmetic 
functions 
I n  thi chapter we wi l l  i ntroduce the notion of q- erie along with their propertie . The e 
propertie i nc lude the q -analogue of the binomial theorem and the Jacobi identi t ies. We 
wil l also inLroduce briefly the function which we are going to study lhrough q -serie in 
the fol lowing chapter . The resul t i n  this chapter are al l known and can be found in 
the tandard l i terature on q- eries uch as Andrew [ 1 ] Berndt [3], and Gasper and Rah-
man [7] . 
2.1 Q- eries 
Definition 2.1.1. For any fixed complex number q ,  any complex number a, and any non-
negative i nteger n we let 
n-J 
(a; q)o = l and (a; q ) rz = ( 1  - a ) ( 1  - aq ) ( 1  - aq:2 ) . . .  ( 1  - aqn- I) = IT (1 - aq j ) . 
j=o 
Accordi ngly, we let 
00 
(a;q )oo = IT (1-a q j ) = l im (a; q )n . 
. 0 1l�00 J= 
I f  no confusion arises, we shall somet imes write (a )n and (a )oo rather than (a;q )n and 
(a;q )oo re pectively. 
A q-series i any series which involves expression of the fOlm (a; q ) 17 and (a; q )00. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Let q and z be complex number llch that Iq l and Izl < 1 . Then 
Proof Let 
4 
2.1 )  
(2.2) 
It i clear that F( z)converge uniformly on compact ub et of Izl < 1 , and 0 it represent 
an analytic function on Izi < 1. We have 
( 1- -) F( z) = ( 1  -z) . 
( az;q) oo 
( z;q) oo 
_ ( l -z) . 
( 1 -a2) ( I -azq) ( 1 -azq2) . .  . -
( 1- �) ( l -zq) ( 1 -zq2) . . . 
( 1  -az) ( 1 - azq) ( 1  -azq2) . .  . - ( 1  -�q ) ( 1 -zq2) ( 1  -zq3) . .  . 
-( 1  ) 
( aq�;q) oo 
- -az . --,---- --:--(qz; q) oo 
= ( l -a�) F(qz) . 
Then, the following are equivalent 
00 00 
( 1 -z) L An i1 = (1 -az) L Anq"i" 
n =O n =O 
co 00 00 00 
L An � -L An �+l = L Al q
n � -L An aqi1zn +l 
n =O n =O n =O n =O 
00 00 
L ( An -An if) � = L ( Al  -
An aqn) �+l. 
n =O n =O 
That i 
i A II -A A ,,11 - 1 1 1/1 - nq /I- I - n-I a'1 
or equ ivalently 
and 0, 
1 - aqn- I 
All = 1 /I 
AIl- I, n 2: 1 .  -q 
I terating (2 .3 )  and u ing the fact that AD = 1, we get 
A - (a;q)11 11 2: 0, ,, - (q;q)" 
' 
which ub tituted in (2.2) give the result . 
5 
(2 .3 )  
o 
ote that ett ing i n  the previou theorem a = qG and then taking the l imi ts as q � l one 
get 
� a(a+ 1)·.· (a+n-1) Z" = 1 LJ n! ( l -z )al 11= 0  
which i the c lassical binomial theorem. This i s  the reason why Theorem 2 . 1. 1 is often 
referred to as the q-binomial theorem. The fol lowing resul t i due to Euler. 
Corollary 2.1.2. Let q and z be complex numbers such that Iql < 1. 
(a) lfizi < 1, then 
f tl 
=_
1
_ . 
11-,0 (q; q)n (z)oo 
(b) If Izl < 00, then 
00 ( 
)n n{n-I) 
-� q-r-L ( ) = (2)<x>. 11= 0 q; q II 
Proof (a) Setting a = 0 in (2. 1) we get, 
Then, 
(b) To get thi part replace a by alb and: by bz i n  (2. 1). 
6 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
tice that, 
l im (a/b; q)1Z bn = l im (1 - �) ( 1-
aq ) . . . ( 1 _ acjl-J) bIZ b-,O b--tO b b b 
= l im (b - a) (b - aq)··· (b _ acjl-J) b-40 
= (-a) (-aq) ( -al) . . . (_aqn- l ) 
= (-ar ql +2+.+n- l 
II n(n -I) = (-a) q-r - . 
ow equal i ty (2 .5) fol lows by letting b -t ° and ert ing a = 1 .  
Definition 2.1.2. Ramanujan ' general tbeta function j (a, b) is defined by 
00 
j (a,b):= L al1 (I1+ 1 )/2bll(n- l )/2, J abJ < 1 . 
11=-00 
We I i  t ome propertie of the theta function in the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.3. 
(a) j (a,b) = j (b, a), 
(b) j (1, a) = 2j (a. a3 ), 
(c) j (  -La) = 0, 
7 
o 
(2.7 ) 
Proof (a) Till part fol low by lett i ng m = -n i n  the erie below: 
j (a,b) = E a"(11+ 1 )/2b'1 (n- l )/2 n=-oo 
00 
= E b-II (-II+ I )/2a-Il(-1l- 1 )/2 n= 00 
00 
= E blll(m+ l )/2alll(m-I)/2 m= 00 
= j (b a) . 
(b) We have 
00 
j ( l ,a) = E 
IlIn+I} 
a---Y- = 
00 "\' 2n(211+1) "\' 
L a--Y- + L Il== 00 11=-00 n==-oo 
00 
(2n+I}(2n+2J 
a 2 
= E all(2rt+ l ) + E a(Il+ 1 )(21l+ 1 )  Il==-oo 11=-00 
Changing the ariable in the la t ununation with m:= n+ 1, we find, 
00 
j ( 1 a) = E all (2n+ l ) + E am(2m- l ) n= -00 /1/=-00 
Next expandj (a , a3 ) andj (a3 , a) , 
n(lI+ I} 3n(n-I} "\' a---Y-a-2- = L 
11==-00 11=-00 
and, 
3n(n+ I} lI(n-l) "\' 
j (a3 a) = L a� a-----r- = L n=-oo n==-oo 
00 
L all(2/1- 1 ) 
/1=-00 
00 
L al1 (2n+ l ) 
n==-oo 
8 
Now we deduce j (a b) = j (b,a) by part ( a) that, 
(c) To prove thi part, we work with modulo 4, 
00 n(n+l) n(n,;-I) j (- l,a) = L (- l)-ra � 
n=-oo 
n=-oo 
� 
( 
(411+1)(4n+2) (4n+I)(411) 
L -1 ) 2 a 2 /l==-OO 
� (4n+2)(4n+3) (4"+2)(4n+ I) � (411+3)(411+4) (411+3)(4n+2) 
+ L ( - 1 ) 1 a 2 + L ( - 1 ) 2 a 2 11= 00 
00 00 
= L a211 (41l- 1 ) - L a211 (411+ 1 ) 
11=-00 Il=-oo 
00 00 
Il= 00 
- L a(2n+ I )(411+ l ) + L a(2n+J)(411+3) /1=-00 11=-00 
We have, 
2 (-n ) (4 ( -n ) +  1) = (-2n) (-4n + 1 )  = 8112 - 2n = 2n (4n- 1 ) 
and 0, 
00 
L a2n(4n- l ) - L a2n(411+ 1 )  = o. 11=-00 11=-00 
Simi larly, 
( 2 (  -/1 - 1 )  + 1) (4 ( -n - 1 )  + 1 )  = ( - 2 (n + 1 )  + 1 )  ( -4 (n + 1 )  + 1 )  
= (2n + 1 ) (411 + 3), 
9 
10 
and 0 
00 00 
L a(2n+l ) (4n+3) - L a(2Il+ 1 ) (4n+l ) = O. 
n=-oo 11=-00 
(d) Let n be an integer. Then 
00 
L a«m(lII+ 1 ) (11+ 1 )-nm(m-l ))/2b(m(m+ 1 )1I+m(m-l ) ( 1 -11))/2 
m=-oo 
00 
= L a(lI+m)(n+III+ 1 )/2b(n+II1)(II+m- l )/2. /11=-00 
ow replace 11 + m by k in the previous series to obtain the desired identi ty. 
o 
The fol lowing re u l t  i s  often referred to as Jacobi's Triple Product Identity. 
Theorem 2.1.4. Let q and:: be complex numbers such that z i=- 0 and iqi < 1. Then 
00 
L ;:!1q1l2 = (-::q;l)oo( -q/z ;l)oo(l ;l)oo . (2.8) 
/1=-00 
Proof Replace q by q2 and z by -zq in equation (2.5) to deduce that 
1 1  
We. tart the urn from n = -00 in the 1a t tep, ince (q211+2 . q2 )oo = 0, when n i negative 
integer. I n  (q2n+2;q2)oo apply ( 2.S) again wi th q replaced by q2 and with z = q2n+2 .  Then 
1 � n /12 = 
( 2 . 2 )  ( /� .  2 )  1....- z 
q q ,q 00 -q �, q 00 /1=-00 
when the la  t identity fol low by (2 .4) with z replaced by -q / z and q replaced by q2 . 
Then we obtain: 
00 
L Zllqn2 = (- zq;q2 )oo(l;q2 )oo ( _q/Z;q2 )oo . 
o 
ate that in  Ramanujan' notation (2.7), the Jacobi 's triple product identity takes the 
shape 
f(a b) = (-a;ab)oo( -b;ab)oo(ab;ab)oo. ( 2 .9) 
o ee thi , put a = �q and b =� .  Then 
00 n(,.:t l ) q � f (a, b) = L (�q ) � ( - ) � 
11=-00 Z 
� n(n+1) n(n I) n(n+l)+n(II-1) = '--' z -y- - ---r- . q -y- -y-
n== 00 
00 
= L .Jlq/l� 11==-00 
= (-zq;l)oo( _q/Z;q2 )oo(q2 ; l)00 
= (-a;ab)oo( -b;ab)oo(ab;ab)oo . 
1 2  
The following three function are among the most common examples of theta functions: 
Definition 2.1.3. 
Corollary 2.1.5. We have 
(c) f (-q) = (q,q)oo. 
Proof (a) Letti ng a = b = q i n  ( 2 .9) give : 
(b) We have 
by (2_9) appl ied to a = q and b = q3 _ 
ext, 
Al 0, 
(_q; q4 )oo ( _q3; q 4)oo = ( 1 + q )  ( 1  + q4+1 ) ( 1  + q2 'fA+!) ( 1  + q3*4+1 ) _ _  _ 
( 1  + q3 ) ( 1 + q4+3 ) ( 1 + q2 *4+3 ) ( 1  + q3*H3 ) __ _ 
= (l + q ) ( l + l+l ) ( l + q2 *2+1 ) ( 1 + q3*2+l ) - _ .  
= ( - q-l )oo-
( q4; q4 )oo = (1 - q4) ( 1 - q8 ) ( 1 - q12 ) ( 1_ q16 ) - __ 
= ( 1 + q2 ) ( 1 + q4 ) ( 1 + q6 ) ( 1 + q8 )_ --
( 1 _q2) ( 1 _q4) ( 1 _q6 ) ( 1 _q8 ) __ _ 
= (_q2; q2 )oo ( l ; q2 )oo_ 
Now combin i ng gives: 
13 
Further, 
( - q; l )oo( - l; l )oo = ( 1  + q ) ( l + l+1 ) ( 1 + q2'1<2+1 ) ( 1 + q3*2+1 ) . .  . 
(1 + q2 ) ( 1  + q2+2 ) (  1 + q2*2+2 ) ( 1  + q3*2+2 ) . . . 
= ( - q;q )oo .  
Al 0 ,  we have 
( - q;q )oo = ( 1 + q ) ( l + q2 ) ( 1 + q3 ) . .  . 
Finally, we find 
- ( l _q2 ) ( 1 _q
4 ) ( 1 _q6 ) . .  . 
( 1  - q )  ( 1  - q2 ) ( 1  - q3 ) . . .  
( q2;q2 ) 00  ( q2;q2 ) 00  - -
( q;q )oo ( q2;q2 ) 00( q;q2 ) 00 
1 
--� 
( q;q2 ) 00
' 
( ) _ ( . ) ( 2 . 2 ) _ ( q2;q2 ) 00 VI q - - q  q 00 q , q 00 -
( ? ) . q; q- 00 
1 4  
(c) To get this part, set a = - q  b = _q2 in (2.9). Then, from Definition 2 . 1 . 3 part (3) , 
j( _q )  = j( _q, _q2 ) = ( q;q3 ) c>o( q2;q3 )oo( q3; q3 ) c>o 
= ( 1 _q ) ( 1 _q4 ) ( I_q7 ) ( 1 _ql O ) . .  . 
( 1  - l ) (1 - q5 ) ( 1  - q8 ) ( 1  _ q II ) .. . 
( 1 - q3 ) ( 1 _ q6 ) ( 1 _ q9 ) ( 1 _ q12 ) . .  . 
= ( q;q ) c>o' 
The formula in  the fol lowing theorem is often called Jacobi's identity. 
Theorem 2.1.6. We have 
00 
L (- 1 t(2n + 1 )qfl(II+ 1 )/2 = (q; q)� 
11-0 
Proof In (2.8), replace z by Zlq to deduce that 
f z2l1qll2+n = (-z2l;q'2 )00( - 1/z2;q2 )00(l;l)00 . 
11=0 
Divide both sides of (2. 1 1 )  by 1 + 1/ �2 to find that 
[;;'=OZ211+ 1 qn:!+1l _ (_z2q2; q2 )00 ( - 1/:?; q2 )00(l; q2 )00 
z + l/z 1 + 1 /z2 
1 5 
o 
(2. 1 0) 
(2. 1 1) 
( _.::lq2; q2 )00( 1 + 1 /z2 ) ( 1 + q2 / Z2 ) ( 1 + q4/Z2 ) . . .  (q2; q2 )00 (2. 1 2) 
1 + 1/z2 
= (_Z2q2 ; q2 )00( _q2 /z2;l)00(q2 ; q2 )00 
Observe that by theorem 2. 1 .3 part (c) 
n=-oo 
n=-oo (2. 1 3) 
11=-00 
= f ( _ ltq/12+11 = 0. 
n==-exl 
1 6  
Thus, letting '7 -7 i in (2. 1 2), u ing (2 . 1 3), and applying L'Ho pital' rule, we find that 
\''''' 211+1 112+n \' '''' (2 + 1 ) (  ) 2n ,/ n 
L.H.S : l im L..,n=O 2 q
 
= l im L..,11=0 n 2 q 
::�i 2 + l/z z�i 1 - 1/22 
_ 
[;;'=0 (2n + 1 )  (i ) 211 qll2+n 
1 - 1/ (i )2 
1 "" = 2 [(- 1t(2n + l )qn(n+ l ) . 
n=O 
R.H.S :  �i� = (-z:l ; q2 )",, (-l/z: ;l)oo (q2 ; q2 )oo = (_ (i )2q2 ; q2 )oo ( -l /U?;q2 )oo (q2 ; q2 )oo 
= (q2 ; q2 )00 ( q2 ; q2 )00 ( l; q2 )00 
So, 
1 00 
� [ (- l yz (2n+ 1 )q
ll (II+ 1 ) = (q2 ; q2 )� . 
-11=-00 
Dividing the sum into two part: 
In the prior urn, replace n by -n - 1 and simpl ify so the sum become : 
Final l y, we complete the proof by replacing q2 by q in (2 . 1 4): 
00 
[(-1)n (2n + 1 )qn(n+ l ) /2 = (q; q)� . 
11=0 
(2. 1 4) 
2.2 Integer partition ,divi or functions, and urns of two squares 
1 7  
o 
We now di cu briefly the arithmetic function which we would like to investigate later in 
Chapter 3 u ing the theory of q- erie . For more detail about the e function we refer for 
instance to Andrew [ 1 ]  Bemdt [ 3 ] ,  and William [1 4 ] .  
Definition 2.2.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer. The integer partition function is the 
functi n p(n) which count the number of ways n can be written as a urn of po itive 
integer where the order of the ummand i not important. For example p( 4) = 5 since 
4 = 3 + 1 = :2  + 2 = 2 + 1 + 1 = 1 + 1 + 1 + l .  Note that by convention we have p(O) = l. 
Euler in [5] stated that 
� ()Il 1 n
°O 
1 
I�P 
n q = (q;q)oo = j= 1  (1 -qj)" 
oticing that the factor ( 1  + l + qk+k + qk+k+k + . . .  ) represents the number of summands 
k in a partition of n Euler' proof proceeded as follow : 
00 
L p(n)q'l = ( 1  + q l + ql +! + q l + l + l . . . ) ( 1 +l  + q2+2 + q2+2+2 + . . .  ) 
n=O 
00 
= n (1 + qj + qH j + qH j+ j + . . .  ) 
j=! 
00 
= n (1 + qj + q2j + q3j + . . . ) 
j= l 
00 J = n l - qj J= l 
1 
(q; q) oo· 
For a rigorous proof and other facts on integer partitions we refer to Andrews [ 1 ] . We 
introduce some divisor functions which will be needed in later applications. 
1 
Definition 2.2.2. Let n be a po itive i nteger. The the function a(n) denote the urn of 
the posi tive divi or of n. That i 
a(n) = L.d. 
dill 
I t  i well-known that the generating function for 0' (11 ) is 
00 00 II 
L. a(n)q" = L. 1 
nq ,,' 
n-] 11=] 
-q 
which can be en a fol low : 
00 00 
L. a(n)qn = L. qn L.d 
11=1 n=1 dill 
00 
d=l 
Definition 2.2.3. For any posi tive i nteger let 
d;,y(n) = L. l. 
din: d=.i(mod4) 
It is well-known that the generating function for d],4(n) and d3 ,4(n) are respectively given 
by 
and 
00 4n- 1 [. d3,4 (n )tf = [. 1 
q 
4n- I ' 
11 I 11=1 - q 
ee for in tan e B rndt [3, Page 58]. 
Definition 2.2.4. If 11 i. a nonnegat ive i nteger, let 
19 
So, r2(0) = 1 and r2( 1 ) = 4 since 1 = (±1)2 + 02 = 02 + (±If. Further it easy to see 
that the generating function of r2 ( 11 ) i given by 
(2. 1 S) 
20 
Chapter 3: Some New Formulas Involving Binomial Coefficients 
In thi. chapter we han give a variety of new congruence for the binomial coefficient 
and we hall evaluate an alternating urn of binomial coefficient . While the results in 
ection 1 are well-known, section 3 consists of orne of our new work wruch can be found 
in [4 ] .  A to ection 2 we do not know whether the main result exi ts or not. The ideas of 
the proof are in terms of the q-binomial coefficients for which we will devote section 1 
of thi chapter. We refer to Andrew [ 1 ]  and Bemdt [3 ] for more detail about q-binomial 
coefficient . 
3.1 The q-binomial coefficients 
I n  thi ection we will introduce the q-binomial coefficient along with their important 
propertie . 
Definition 3.1.1. Let n be a nonnegative integer. The q-number and the q-factorial are 
respectively given by 
l - qn 
[n ] = -­
l -q 
[ ]' = 
(q)n = ni l [ . ] n . ( )  ] . l - q /1 • )=1 
Accordingly, if n and m are nonnegative integers such that n � m, then the q-binomial 
coefficient is defined by 
[n] [n ]! (q) /1 
m - [m]! [n - m]! - (q)m (q) ll-m' 
ote that 
-n 
l im [n ] = - =n , q I - 1 
- 1 -2 -n 
l im [n ]! = -.- .. . - = n!, q 1 -1 - 1  -1  
and therefore 
[n ] ( n ) l im = . q-tl In m 
21 
For instance, from the previous identity we see that the q-binomia1 coefficients extend 
the usual binomial coefficients. Note a1 0 that [n]! is a polynomial in q. However, i t  
i not c lear from the definition that the q-binomial coefficient In] is a polynomial in 
q. Among other things, this fact w i l l  be proved below in Theorem 3.l.2. Besides, just 
as the binomial coefficients appear in many combinatorial applications the q-binomial 
coefficients have al 0 a variety of combinatorial interpretations. We refer to Satnley [12] 
for more infoffi1ation on the matter. By way of example we mention here wi thout proof 
the fol lowing interpretation which i s  related to integer part i t ion , refer to [ 1 ,  Theorem 
3. 1 ]. 
Theorem 3.1.1. For nonnegative integers M, N, and n let p(N,M n) denote the number 
of partitions of n into at most M parts each:::; N and let G(N M;q) be the generating 
fUllction for p(N M n ), that is, 
00 
G(N,M;q) = L p(N,M,n)qfl. 
11=0 
We now l i st some important facts on the q-binomiaJ coefficients. 
Theorem 3.1.2. Let m and n be nonnegative integers such that n � m. Then 
(c) [11] = [11-1] + r!1 -m r n - I ] . III m '1 Lm - I 
(e) [::,J is a polynomial in q of degree m(n - m) . 
P · , r C ) [TI] - [nl ! - I - 1 _ PI] roOJ. a 0 [OP[Il] ! TI - Ln . 
(b) 
(c) 
Cd) Replace m by n - m to get 
[ n ] [ n -1 ] cjl-m [n - 1 ] 
n- m 
= 
n-m- l 
+ 
n-m '  
which by part (b) i s  equivalent to : 
22 
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(e) We proceed by induction on n . 11 = 1 ,  [6J = m = 1, which i a polynomial of degree 1. 
uppo e now that the tatement i true for �:J. Then by virtue of part (d) we find 
[n + 1] [ n ] if' [n] 
nz = m- 1 + m 
which i clearly a polynomial in q of degree rn (n + 1 -m). 
o 
Becau e of Theorem 3 . 1 .2(e) the q-binomial coefficients are al 0 referred to as Gall sian 
polynomial . 
Theorem 3.1.3. For all nonnegative integers m and n we have 
t 
qJ 
[Ill + J] = [11 + In + 1 ] . 
J=O m m+ 1 
Proof We proceed by induction on n . If n = 0 we have 
qO 
[m + 0] 
= 
[m + 1]. m m+ l 
Suppo e that the statement holds for n .  Then with the help of Theorem 3.1.2(c) we find 
[11 111+2] 
= 
[n+m+ 1] +cf+! [n+m+ 1] m+ 1 m+1 m 
= 
t 
qj 
[m+ J] + qn+ l  [n+m+ 1] 
· 0  m m J= n+1 . [m+ J] = [ qJ . 
. 0 m J= 
o 
orolJar 3.1.4. For aLL nonnegative integers m and n we have 
t (m+ J) = (n+m+ 1) . 
) 0 m m+l 
Proof Letting q ---7 l in lheorem 3.1.3 we obtain 
l im t q j [rn + j] = t (m + J) = lim [n + m + 1] = (Il + In + 1) . q 1 )=0 m )= 0 m q-t I In + 1 In + 1 
Theorem 3.1.5. If 11 is a nonnegative integer, then 
II . [11] . )() -I) 
[,(-1)) . �/ q--Y-= (Z; q )n. 
j= O ] 
Proof By the q -analogue of the binomial theorem, see Theorem 2.1.1, 
t ( q -Il;. q )j q
l1j 
�j = f. ( q -:'; q )j ( q IlZ)j 
j=o ( q , q )j j=o ( q , q )j 
(z· q )oo 
( q llz.; q )oo 
= (z; q )1I 
24 
o 
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Then for Izi < 1, 
o 
Theorem 3.1.6 (The q-Chu-Vandennonde Sum). For all nonnegative integers nI, n and h 
we have 
L, 
h [J�] [ : ] q(lI-k)(h-k) = [m + n] . 
k=O k h k h 
Proof By Theorem 3. 1 .5 we have 
m+n [m + n] h(I1-1) L (_l)h h ·iq---Y- = (Z;q)m+n h=O 
= (Z;q)n (Zcjl;q)m 
= t (_l)k [�] /(\ 1) I· f (-l)j [�] qnj+�zj 
k=O }=O 
] 
= 
rTf'zh t ( (_l)kq� [�] (_l)h-kqn(h-k)+(h-k)(�-k-') [h:k]) 
h=O k=O 
=
''f'i (_l)hq''(h;1) t [n] [ : ] q(n-k)(h-k). 
h=O k=O k h k 
... 6 
Then the de Ired identity follow by comparing the coefficient of:: . o 
Corollary 3.1.7 (Chu-Vandermonde Sum). For all nonnegative integers f7l n and h lve 
have 
t (n) ( : ) = (m + n) . 
k=O k h k h 
Proof Letting q -----* 1 i n  Theorem 3.1.6 gives: 
l im t [n] [ m ] q (n-k)(h-k) = t (n) ( In ) = lim [In + 11] = (In + n) . q� I k=O k h - k k=O k h - k q� I h h 
3.2 An alternating sum of q-binomial coefficients 
o 
It is easy by logar i thmic differentiation appl ied to the identity (1 - z)n = Lk=O ( - 1  r-ki 
to check that 
In tills section we provide q -analogue for this formula . 
Theorem 3.2.1. If In and n are positive integers sitch that m S; n, then 
[] 1 m-l [ ] 1 (I1I-J')n n L 1 . j(J-I)-m(m-l) n - q - (1 )171- -J _ _ - q 2 .  . m m .  ] 1- qm-J J=O 
(3.1) 
Proof We assume throughout the proof that Izl < 1 and Iql < 1 .  Let F (z) = (Z; q )n = 
rr� 6(1- zqJ ) and write 
Then 
00 
F (z) = [A(j)zJ. 
)=0 
n- I 11- 1  00 m) 
10gF (z) = [ log (l - zq) ) = - [ [ Lin 
)=0 )=0111= 1 m 
00 til 11-1 Ill. 
00 1 _ qmll zl1l = - [ -;;; � q J = - [ 1 _ qlll -;;; . m= l J=O III = 1 
Differentiating both ide with respect to z and then multiplying by z gives 
00 1 _ qllll1 
�F' (-) - -F ( ) " III 
� � - z i..J l mZ 111= 1  -q 
( 00 ) (00 1 _ qmll II
) 
= - ,fo A(m)z'
n 
lI�l 1 _ qlll z' ) 
and 0 we get the recurrence relation 
11/- 1 1 _ q(m-))n mA(m) = - " A(j) . !- 1 - qlll-J J=O 
On the other hand, by Theorem 3.1.5 
. J(;- I) [n] A (j ) = ( - l )J q ---y- j . 
Sub tituting this in the fOlmula (3 .2) we obtain 
m(m-I) [n] In- I . J(j- I) [n]l- q(m-))n m( _ 1 )mq-2- = " (_ l )J+ l q----Y- . _ .  ) m !- j 1- qln } J=o 
27 
(3 .2) 
or equivalently, 
1 tII-J j(J I)-{,,(m - I ) [nj l- q(m-j).1l = _ " (_ I ) m- I -jq �-III i...J J' 1 - qm-J j=O 
Thi complete the proof. 
ole that letting q ---* 1 yield 
1l 
=� [ (_ l ) m- I -j '� , (
) III- I ( ) 
111 1/1 J=I ) 
and hence 
(ll- 1 ) 
= 
I I (_1)III- I -j (�) m - 1 j=1 ) 
which i the formula (3.1). 
3.3 Divi ibility of binomial coefficients 
2 
o 
Throughout the set of polynomial in q with integer coefficients will be written Z[q] . The 
following fact i easily checked and we record it as a theorem for further reference. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let Il, a, and b be a positive integer such that a 2: b. If t�;, [�J E Z[q], 
then (�) is divisible by n. 
Proof Simply let q ---+ 1. o 
We now give a re ult which enables us to generate new congruences involving binomial 
coefficient from old ones .  
Theorem 3.3.2. Let al, . . .  ar, bl . . , bn CI, . . .  ,Cs, dl, . . .  ds and n be positive integers 
such that aj 2: bj for all j = 1 ,  . .. r, Cj 2: dj for all j = I, .. . ,S, and max { aj : j = 
1. . .. .r} �max {Cj : j=l. .... }. Then 
if and only if 
j=l. ... , }. 
Proof The implication from the right to tbe left i clear . As ume now that 
1 _ q r [��] 
A(q) = 1 _ ql1 JJ ��] 
E Z[q] . 
By the well-known identity 
qlll - 1 = IT <Pd(q), dim 
where <Pd(q) is the d-th cyclotomic polynomial in q, we obtain 
rnax{aJ, ... ar} 
A(q) = IT <Pd(qYd, d=2 
where 
29 
r (la'J lb'j la--b-j) S (lC-J ld-j lC--d - j) ed = -X(d I n) + j�l l - l - } d } - j�l l - l - } d } , 
30 
with x( ) = 1 i f  S i true and X (S) = 0 i f  S i fal e . A A (q) i a polynomial in q and 
ct>d (q) is i rreducible for any d we mu t have ed 2: 0 for al l d = 2, ... ,max{al, ... ,ar}. As [oJ+kJn] 
B (  ) -l=9..nr � to q l-q" j= I �<:J:J' we have 
where 
J J 
rna)({o, +k,II, .. ,or+krll} 
B (q) = IT ct>d (qyd) d=2 
eF -Xed In) + }t, ( l aj:kjn j - l bj:/jn j - l aj -bj+d
(kj -tj)" j) 
-Jt ( l cJ :ujn j -l dj:vjn j - l cJ -dj+�Ur vJ)n j). 
Then c learly ed 2: 0 unless din. But if din, then 
and 
and therefore ed 2: 0 by assumption, implying that B (q) is a polynomial in q. Thi com-
pletes the proof . o 
In our fir t application of Theorem 3.3.2 we wil l need the wel l-known fact that the q-
Catalan nlllnber 
l-q [2n] CIl (q) = 1- qll+l n 
31 
i. a polynomial i n  q with nonnegative coefficient for all nonnegative integer 11. See for 
in tance [2]. 
Theorem 3.3.3. (a) For any positive integer n we have 
(b) For allY positive integer n we have 
(c) For allY nonnegative integer n. we have 
I 
(121l + 4) (311+1)(3n+2) 
6n+l . 
Proof ( a) Combining Theorem 3.3.2 with the fact that Cn (q) E Z[q] yields that 
l - q [2n+(n.+l )] = l - q [311.+1] E Z [q] 1 - q"+ l n 1 - q"+ I 11 
and therefore by Theorem 3.3.1 we find that 
Ob erve now that if n is even, then gcd(n.(n + 1) 3n + 1) = 1 and thus 
(b) By a irnilar argument of part (a) we get 
l-q [2n + 2 (n + l)] l - q  [4n + 2] l _ qJ1+ 1 n+ n + 1 = l _ qJ1+ 1 2n + 1 E Z[q], 
which by Theorem 3.3. 1 and the ba ic propertie of the binomial coefficient yields 
n(n + 1 )  1 (411 + 1 )  ( 4n ) . 211- 1 
But i f  J) - 0 (mod 3), then gcd(n(l1 + I), (411 + 1 ) )  = I and therefore we find 
I ( 
1211 ) 3n(31l + 1 )  
6n- 1 ) 
32 
a de ired. (c) This part follows i n  a completely the same way as part (b) by tak ing n = 1 
(mod 3) i nstead of 12 - 0 (mod 3). 
We will now apply Theorem 3.3.2 to some results of Guo and Krattenthaler i n  [8]. 
Theorem 3.3.4. (a) For any positive integer n we have 
(b) For any positive integer n we have 
I (
1211 - 1 ) 
( 6n + 1) (12n - 1 )  
6n _ 1 . 
D 
Proof (a) Guo and Krattenthaler in [8, Theorem 3. 1 ]  proved that l��%-I [ 13�:l] E Z[q] for 
all po iLive integer n. Then by Theorem 3.3.2 we find that 
l- q [12n-(6n- l) ] _ l -q [6n+ l] 
1- q(m-I 3n - 1 _ q6n-1 3n E Z[q], 
from which it follow by Theorem 3.3.1 that 
311 (6n -1 ) I (6n + 1 ) ( 6n ) . 3n - 1  
gcd (3/1 (611 - 1),611 + 1 ) = 1, the previous relation implies 
31l (6n- l) l ( 6n ) . 
311 -1 
(b) Similarly we find 
(6n_ l ) I
(611 + 1) = 6n + l (6n) = 2(611 + 1) (611- 1) 
3n + 1 3n + 1 3n 3n + 1 3n -1 
which implies that 
(3n + 1) (6n-l )  2(611 + 1 ) . 1 (611 - 1 ) 
3n- l 
33 
Now the desired result follow since gcd ( (3n + 1) (6n - 1) 2 (  6n + 1 )) = 1 for even 11. 0 
Theorem 3.3.5. (a) For any positive integer n we have 
4n(6n- l ) 1 ( 6n ) . 
4n- l 
(b) For any po itive integer n we have 
( 1 8n - 1)  ( 6n + 1 )  . . I 
( 1 8n - 1 ) 
6n- 1 
(c) For any nonnegative integer n we have 
I 
( 1 811 + 5) ( I 8n + 1 1 ) ( 6n + 5) 
6n + 3 
. 
34 
Proof (a) Guo and Krattenthaler [8 ,  Theorem 3.1 ] howed that I ��;L [���l] E Z[q] for all 
po ilive integer n. Then by Theorem 3.3.2 we have that 
1 - q [6n + 1 ] Z 
1 - q6n- l 4n E [q] , 
which by Theorem 3.3.1 implies 
4n ( 61l - 1 ) 1 ( 6n + l) ( 6n ) . 4n - 1 
Since gcd (4n (6n - 1 ) . 61l + 1 )  = 1 we get 
4n ( 6n - 1 )  I 
( 6n )
. 4n - 1 
(b) Similarly u ing the basic fact that [ 14�;!J = [��;1] ,  see Theorem 3 . 1 .2 ,  we have 
( 6n _ 1 ) I 
( 1 2n - 6n + 1 ) 
= 
(6n + 1 ) = 3 ( 6n + 1 )  (6n - 1 )  . 
8n - 6n + 1 2n + 1 2n + 1 2n - 1 
But gcd ( (2n + 1 ) (6n - 1 ) , 3 (6n 1 )) = 1 i f  n - 0 (mod 3 )  and hence 
I 
(1 811 -1 ) (1 n - 1 ) ( 6n + 1 ) 6n _ 1 . 
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(c) Thi part follow by the rune argument of the previous part by taking n := 2 (mod 3 )  
rather than n := 0 (mod 3 ) .  Tlli conclude the proof. o 
We will now apply Theorem 3 . .  2 to a polynomial in Z[q] which is related to a result of 
un in [1 3 ] .  We fir ,t need a lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.6. For all l10nnegafive integer n the fimction 
1 _ [6/1] [317] 
j( ) q 31l 11 q = 1 - q211+ I [�;l] 
a polynomial in q l1'ilh illleger coefficients. 
Proof It i easily een that 
61l 
j(q) = n CPd(qYd , 
d=:" 
where as before CPd(q) is the d-th cyclotomic polynomial and 
l 6n j l n J l 2
n j l 2n j l 3n j ed = -x (d I 2n + l ) + d + d - d - d - d 
with X (S) = l if S i  true and x (S) = O if S i  fal e . If d f 2n +l, then l�! J = l 2nt1 J and 
by Sun 's i nequality [ 1 3 , Theorem 1 0] we have 
l � j + l J J _ l 2; j _ l2d
n j _ l
3
d
n 
j 
36 
= l �
n 
J + l� J _ l 2d
n J _ l 2n; 1 J - l �n J � O. 
I f  d 1 211 + 1, then l 2; J = l 211;j 1 J - 1 and by Sun' inequality [ 1 3, Theorem 10] we have 
l �l J + l � J _ l
2
; J - l  � J - l  � J 
- - + - - - - - - + 1 > l. _ l6nJ ln J l 2n J l 2n + I J l 3n J d d d d d -
o in both ca e ed � 0 and therefore j (q) E Z[qJ . 
Theorem 3.3.7. For all) nonnegative integer 11 we hm e 
( 21 1 + I )  
(6n + 1 ) 
I 
( 10n +  1 ) (sn + 1)
. 3n + 1 511 + 1 3n + 1 
Proof By Lemma 3 . 3 .6 and Theorem 3 . 3 . 2  we have 
Then 
l - q 
1 - q2f1+ 1  
[6n+2(211+ I )J [311+211+ I J 311+211+ ] 1I+2n+ 1 
[211+2(2n+ I )J 1l+211+ 1 
l-q 
1 - q211+ 1 
( 2n +  1 )  
(6n + 2) 
I 
( lOn + 2) (511 + 1)
, 3n + 1 5n + 1 3n + 1 . 
or equivalently, 
2 ( 2n + 1) 
(6n + 1 ) 1
2
( l On +  1 ) (sn + 1) 
3n + 1 5n + 1 3n + 1 
[ 1 011+ 2J [511+ 1 J 511+ 1  311+ 1  E Z[qJ .  
[611+2J 31l+ 1 
which gives the desired identity after dividing both sides by 2 .  
o 
o 
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Chapter 4 :  Applications of q- eries to Sums of Squares and Partitions 
The number of way a nonnegative integer can be e pres ed as a urn of square have been 
e ten ively , tudied in the pa t. For in tance, Jacobi was the fir t to give uch formula for 
urns of two quare and sum of four quare . Many different methods have been found 
to derive Jacobi' formula . In this chapter we hall see how q-series can be used to give 
Jacobi' formula on the repre ent ation of a nonnegative integer as a sum of two quare . 
Other elementary method ba ed on Liouville' urn can be found in Williams [ 1 4, Chap­
ter 9 ] . We will provide a r cun'ence relation for the partition function p (n) in term of the 
divi or function a (n). Finally, we hall see an application of q- eries to prove one of the 
mo t famous congruences for integer pru1itions which i due to Ramanuj an . 
4.1 Sums of two squares 
In thi ection we will u e the approach of Hirschhorn [9] to derive Jacobi' formula for 
the function r2 ( n) of the sum of two squares . 
Theorem 4.1.1. If 11 is a positive integer, then we have 
Proof Replace z by -a2q in the Jacobi's t riple identity Theorem 2 . 1 .4 to get: 
00 
IT ( 1 - a2q2n ) ( 1 _ a-2q2n-2 ) ( 1 - In) = L ( - 1 ta2I1qn2+n . 
n= 1  11=-00 
Then replace q2 by q: 
00 00 ,,2 n TI ( l -a2ql1 ) ( 1 - a-2qll- l ) ( l - r/ ) = L (- l ta2I1q-r . 
II J n=-oo 
Taking one factor out, we get :  
00 , 
( 1 -a-2 ) TI ( 1 - a2q'1 ) ( 1 -a-2q'1 ) ( 1 - q'1 ) = L ( _ l YZa2nq"-r . 
Multiply be a : 
n= 1 n=-oo 
00 00 , 
(a -a- I ) IT ( 1 - a2q" )  ( 1 - a-2qll ) ( 1 - qn ) = L (- l ra211+ 1 q"-i" . 
11= 1  
ow work with modulo 2 t o  obtain 
00 
(a -a - J ) TI ( 1  - a2 qn ) ( 1  -a -2 q'1 ) ( 1 _ ql/ ) 
11= 1  
00 , " ( ) 11 211+ 1 n � + "  = i..J -1 a q 2 
11==-00 
n=-oo 1/=-00 
/1=-00 11=-00 
/1=-00 11=-00 
n==--oo n=-oo 
00 
= a TI ( 1  + a 4 q 411 - I ) ( 1  + a -4 q 4n -3 ) ( 1  _ q 4n ) 
n= 1 
00 
_ a- J  IT ( 1  + a4q411-3 ) ( 1  + a-4q4n- I ) ( 1 _ q411 ) . 
11= 1 
3 
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Different iat ing the left hand ide with respect to a give 
1 00 00 ( 1 + a2 ) (  
IT (1- a2if ) ( 1 - a-2if ) ( 1 - if) ) + (a-a- I ) (IT ( l - a2qll ) (1 - a-2q'1 ) ( 1 - qn ) ) ' , 11= 1 n= 1  
which i f  a = 1 become 
00 
2 IT ( 1 - q'1 ) 3 . 
n= 1  
ext d ifferentiat ing the right hand ide with respect to a yields 
00 
fI ( l +a4q4n- l ) ( 1 + a-4q4n-3 ) ( 1 _ q4n ) 
11= 1  
00 
+ a IT ( 1 + a4 q411- 1 ) ( 1 + a-4 q4n-3 ) ( 1 _ q41l ) 
11= 1 
00 (4a3q4n- 1 ( 1  + a-4q41l-3 ) - 4a-5q411-3 ( 1 + a4q411- 1 ) )  
I�l (1 + a4 q411- 1 ) (1 + a-4 q411-3 ) 
00 
+ a-2 IT (1 + a4 q411-3 ) (1 + a-4 q4n- l ) ( 1 _ q411 ) 
11= 1 
00 
- a 1 fI ( 1 + a4q411-3 ) ( 1 + a-4q4n- l ) ( 1 _ ll1 ) 
n= 1 
which i f  a = I become 
ow combin ing the e fact we get 
40 
IT ( l _ q")3 = IT ( 1 +q41l-3 ) ( 1 +q4/- 1 ) ( 1 _ q41l ) x 1 - 4 '" 
q - q . 
00 00 ( 00 4n-3 411- 1 ) 
1..... 1 +  4n-3 1 + 411- 1  11= 1 11= 1 n= 1  q q 
ext divide both ide of (4. 1 )  by: 
00 00 
IT ( 1 + q!1 f- ( 1 - ql! ) = IT ( 1 + q't ) ( 1  _ q211 ) 
!1= 1  11= 1 
Then the left hand ide becomes: 
and the right hand side becomes: 
1 4 
q q ( 00 �-3 �- 1 ) 
- f�i 1 + tn-3 - 1 + tn- 1  ' 
(4.1) 
(4.2 )  
as we can rewri te the equat ion (4.2) a fol lowing: 
00 00 
IT ( 1  + q" ) 2 ( 1 - q'l ) = TI ( 1  + lll- 1 ) ( 1 + q2n ) ( 1 _ q2n ) 
Il 1 n= 1  
00 
= TI ( 1 + q2Jl- l ) ( 1 _ q4n ) 
11= 1 
00 
= TI ( 1  + q4n- I ) ( 1 + q4n-3 ) ( 1 _ q4n ) . 
11= 1  
o we have, 
ow, 
00 ( 1 _ qll ) 2 ( 00 q41l-3 q41l 1 ) 
J] 1 + qll = 1 - 4 n; 1 + q4n-3 - 1 + q41l- 1  . 
00 = 
IT( 1 _ q211- 1 ) ( 1 - qll ) 
11= 1 
00 
= TI ( 1 _ ln- l ) ( 1 - q2n- I ) ( 1 - q211 ) 
11= 1 
00 = 
L ( - 1 t qll2 . 
n= 1  
Then we have : 
4 1  
Further, replace q by -q in  the previous ident i ty to get 
00 00 411- 3  4n - 1 
,,2 _ 1 - 4 -q q 
( ) 2  
[ q - [ ( 1 -q4n-3 + 1 -q411- 1 ) II- I  ,,= 1 
- 1 + 4  
q q 00 ( 4n-3 411- 1
) - ]f;1 1 -q4n-3 - 1 -q4n- 1 
00 
= 1 + 4 [ ( dl (n ) - d3 (n) )qll 
11= 1 
which by virtu of ( 2 . 1 5 ) mean that 
00 
[ r2 (n) {/ = 1 + 4  [ ( d 1 ,4 ( n ) - d3,4 (n ) ) q' .  
n=O 11= I 
Thu 
which i the desired formula. 
4.2 Application to integer partitions 
42 
D 
We tart by a recurrence relation for p (n )  i n  terms of the divisor function cr (n)  : =  Ldlll d 
which i due to Euler. 
Theorem 4.2.1. For each integer n > 1 ,  
11- 1 
np (n)  = [ p ( j) cr (n-j). 
)=0 
(4.3) 
Proof Let, 
00 1 1 
F(q) = L p(n)cf = ( , ) 11=0 q, q  00 ( 1 - q) ( 1 - q2 ) ( 1  - q3 ) , , , ' 
Put logarithm on both ide : 
1 
10g F (q) = log ( 1 - q) ( l _ q2 ) ( 1 _ q3 ) " , 
= - log( ( 1  - q) ( 1 - q2) ( 1  _ q3 ) , , , ) 
00 
= - L 10g( l - qfl ) + C. 
11= 1 
Then di fferent iate both sides, 
F' ( ) 00 q',- I  00 11- 1 q -n nq 
F (q) 
= - L 1 -qll = L 1 - qll ' 11= 1  11= 1  
The denominator i a geometric ene so we can write, 
F' (q )  = f. ncf- l  f. qllll1 , 
F (q) 11= 1 III =0 
Multiply both sides by q to get, 
F' ( ) 00 00 00 00 q� = q L nq"- I L ql1ll1 = L nqfl L ql1ll1 , (q) n= l 111=0 11= 1  111=0 
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(4.4) 
Then expand the ummation, 
q F' (q) = f nq" f q'nn 
F(q) n= 1 m=O 
= q( l  + q + q2 + . . . ) + 2l ( 1  + q2 + q4 + . . .  ) + 3q3 ( 1  + q3 + . .. ) 
+ 4q 4 ( 1 + q 4 + . . . ) + . . .  
= ( 1 ) q + (1 + 2) q2 + ( 1  + 3 ) q3 (1 + 2 + 4) q 4 + ( 1  + 5 )  q5 + . . . 
= a( l )q + a(2)l + a(3)q3 + a( 4)q4 + a(S)q5 + . . . 
00 
= L a(n)q" . 
11= 1 
Different iat ing both ide of equation (4.4), and mult ip ly ing by q, gives: 
Then, 
or 
Then, 
00 00 00 
qF' (q) = q L np(n)qll- l  = L np(n)qll = L IIp(n)qll . 
11= 1  n= 1 11=0 
q F' (q) = f a(n )ql1 
F(q) /1= 1  
00 
qF' (q) = F(q) L a(n)qn . 
11= 1  
00 00 00 00 
L l1p(n)� = F(q) L a(n)q'1 = L p(n)ql1 L a(n)qll 
11=0 11= I 11=0 n= 1 
FinaJ Jy we deduce that 
n- I 
np(n) = L p(j)a(n - j). 
)= 0  
45 
o 
I n  the fol lowing re ul t  we pre ent the method of Hirschhorn [ 1 1 ]  to reproduce one of 
Ramanujna' famou congruence i nvoJv ing the pm1ition function p(n). 
Theorem 4.2.2. 
p(5n+4) - 0 (mod 5). 
Proof Remember that Jacobi 's identity 2.1.6 states that 
00 
(q; q)� = L (- I )" (2n+ l )ql1(I1+ I )/2 .  
n=O 
The coefficient (- 1 )11 (2n+ 1 )  i s  congruent to 0 ,  ±1 or ±2 modu lo 5 .  Spec i fical ly, (- 1)11 (2n + 
1 )  - 1 i f  and only i f  11 0 or 9 (mod 1 0) ,  (- l Y(2n + 1 )  _ - 1  i f  and only i f  n = 4 or 
5 (mod 1 0) ,  (- 1 )11 (211 + 1) = 2 if and only if n _ 1 or 8 (mod 1 0) ,  (- 1 )1l (2n + 1 )  = -2 
i f  and only i f  n 3 or 6 (mod 1 0) ,  and (-1)" (2n + 1 )  = 0 i f  and only i f  n =2 or 7 (mod 
1 0) .  For example we can check that (- 1 )11 (211 + 1 )  - 1 (mod 5) if and only if n = 0 or 9 
(mod 1 0) as fol lows: 
n - O (mod 2) n = 0 (mod 2) n = 0 (mod 2) 
=} =} =} n = 0 ( mod 1 0) 
2n+ 1 = 1 ( mod 5) 2n = 0 ( mod 5) n = 0 (mod 5) 
and, 
n - l 
2n + 1 == - 1 
(mod 2)  n = 1 
=? 
(mod 5) 2n = 3 
(mod 2 )  n - 1 
=? 
(mod 5 ) n - 4 
0, ( - 1 )" (2n + 1 ) = 1 i ff n = 0 or 9 (mod 1 0) . 
Thu w work with modulo 5 and get, 
� � � 
(mod 2)  
(mod 5 ) 
(q, q)� == L q I 01l( 1 01l+ 1 )/2 + L q( l On+9)( l On+ I O)/2 - L q( l On+4) ( 1 011+5)/2 
11=0 11=0 11=0 
� � � 
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=? n == 9 ( mod 1 0) .  
- L q( 1 011+5) ( 1 01I+6)/2 + 2 L q( I On+ I ) ( l On+2)/2 + 2 L q( l 0I1+8)( l On+9)/2 
11=0 11=0 n=O 
� � 
- 2 L q( L 01I+3) ( 1 01l+1)/2 - 2 L q( I On+6)( I On+7)/2 
11=0 11=0 
� � � 
== L q5011:'+511 + L q501l"+95n+45 - L q50n"+45n+ 1 0 
Then we  have, 
11=0 11=0 11=0 
- f q501l"+55n+ 1 5 + 2 f q50112+ 1 51l+ 1 + 2 f q50n2+8511+36 
11=0 11=0 n=O 
- 2 f q501l!+3511+6 - 2 f q50n"+6511+2 1 . 
11=0 11=0 
(q; q)� = X + 2qY, 
where each of X,  Y i a series i n  power of q5 since in the fi r t four sums the powers of q 
are == 0 (mod 5), while i n  the latter four sums the powers of q are _ 1 (mod 5) . Also, 
� � 
(q; q)� = IT (1-ql1 )5 = IT (1- 5q11 + l Oq2n - l Oq311 + 5q4n _ q5n ) 
n= 1 11= 1 
� 
- IT ( 1  - q5n ) == (q5 ; q5 )� . 
11= ) 
Thu , 
� p(n)(l = 1 _ (q; q)� _ ( (q; q)�) 3 = ( (q; q)�? = (X + 2qy )3 ,fI (q- q)oo (q- q)JJ ( (q- q)�)2 - (q5 - q5 )� - (q5 ; q5 )� 
_ X3 + 6qX2y + 1 2q2Xy2 + 8�y3 
(q5 , q5 );" 
X3 + qX2y + 2q2Xy2 + 3q3y3 
(q5 , q5 )� 
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We bserve that the la t expre sion on the light when expanded i n  q wi l l  not contain any 
fourth power _ In other word 
00 
L p(5n + 4)q5n+4 
- 0 (mod 5 ) _  
11= 1 
Simi l ar proof al 0 exist for the fol lowing re u l t of Ramanujan_ 
Theorem 4.2.3. 
(a) p (7n + 5 ) = 0 (mod 7 )  
(b) p( l l n + 6) 
0 (mod 1 1 ) 
o 
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